
Session WC2 Checklist

TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 2
Today June 1, 2019
Time when making checklist 11:18 PM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: A red dish that has no bottom to it, down through it it 
connects into a tunnel that is in a vertical position. There is a strong gush of water through thick 
pipes and yellow lamps up above in the tunnel. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: NONE
Describe: 

Plantlife: NONE
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: 
Describe: 

Significant water: YES
Describe: A huge gush of water flows from right toward left, then falls down a vertical pipe down 



and then continues toward the left again through large wide pipes. 

Sun or lamp: YES
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: One significant half-circle lamp whose flat 
side is downward and the arch facing upward, it is at a bit of elevation above the water flow. There 
are probably three to five of these situated in the ceiling of the horisontal big pipe that is further 
down, not exactly along the very center line of the horisontal pipe, but slightly to the side of the top 
of that pipe. 

Motion: YES
Describe: The flow of water. 
Activity/Behavior: NO
Describe: 

Large building or construction: YES
Describe: Large wide pipes systems. 

Significant small items and how many: YES
Describe each: The yellow lamp or lamps

Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): NO
Describe: 

Describe floor/ground: No description because we were inside large wide pipes. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: Inside pipes

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: 
Ground level mainly, then down to under ground through the pipes. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: Primarily manmade

Describe the overall target site area: Not investigated outside the pipes. 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Not investigated. 
Probable location on world map: Not investigated. 

Emotions, ambience, feeling: None detected. It is just a place which doesn't say much about its own 
character in terms of feeling. 

Significance and meaning of target: Not investigated. 

What I think the target is, 
1) A large industrial tunnel under ground which has lamps slightly off-center in the ceiling. 
2) Water slide. 
3) Natural water flow area. 

Summary or additional explanations: Look for a large flowing gushing water. Look for one or several 
semi-circle or other yellow lamps that are set above the gushing water. Look for large pipes that go 



vertical and horisontal through which water flows. 

11:24 End checklist notes. 


